
CQG’s risk management tools are the most sophisticated 
and cost-effective in the industry.

Risk Management

Complete, Flexible Control

State-of-the-art margining 

Omnibus account management

Customer Account Service Tool (CAST)



Risk Management

State-of-the-Art Margining
We provide the tools that allow you to manage risk on both an 
order and account basis. More importantly, we provide superior 
tools for managing account balances in real time. CQG’s risk 
engine is one of the most advanced in the industry. We maximize 
your protection by using exchange-published risk arrays in our 
calculations and by determining margin account requirements on 
the basis of overall portfolio risk (a SPAN®-like calculation*).

Flexible Group Accounts
CQG’s risk management system allows you to create master 
accounts with highly flexible subaccounts that share purchasing 
power, exposure, or both.

Flexible and cost-effective risk control.

Manage with 
Confidence

Robust Management of 
Omnibus Accounts
CQG makes it easy for you to efficiently and securely increase your 
business by offering non-disclosed account services (omnibus 
accounts) to non-clearing FCMs. CQG’s real-time risk engine 
can be applied to omnibus accounts with the same speed and 
effectiveness as to individual accounts. All of the standard risk 
parameters can be used to manage your omnibus accounts. In 
addition, your omnibus account client can manage all subaccounts 
using the same features of CQG’s risk management system. 

*SPAN® is a registered trademark of CME Group.
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Fast, Cost-Effective, and  
Real-Time
CQG’s risk management system is designed for speed. It is hosted 
on CQG’s servers and adds less than one millisecond to any trade 
while applying one of the most advanced risk engines. You receive 
all the cost-effective protection you want, and your traders receive 
all the speed they need. CQG’s risk management system includes 
the Customer Account Service Tool (CAST), an easy-to-use, 
browser-based tool for brokers and support personnel to manage 
accounts and set risk parameters.

Exclusive Route-Based Risk 
Control
CQG is one of the first in the industry to provide comprehensive, 
route-based risk management. CQG’s route-based solution allows 
you to establish order and position size control over exchange 
routes. With multiple routes per exchange, you can manage your 
exchange exposure. Using route-based risk management allows 
you to efficiently manage your exchange relationships on an 
exchange-by-exchange basis.

Risk Based on Working Orders
It is not enough to analyze risk based only upon open positions and 
the current state of the market. Working orders have the potential 
to increase risk and must be incorporated into your portfolio’s risk 
analysis. CQG’s risk management system makes sure you are 
never in a position where a customer’s working orders have added, 
unwanted risk. 

Award-Winning Customer Support
CQG provides extensive on-site training to implement CQG’s risk 
management system and CAST. We also provide around-the-
clock service to our FCMs. Our dedicated FCM Desk is staffed by 
our most senior support personnel who are experts in CAST as 
well as in trade routing. Our customer support team operates from 
ten locations across the globe and strives to exceed customer 
expectations twenty-four hours a day. CQG’s customer support 
is backed by product development staff in four countries, product 
specialists, and data quality and operations teams.

Fast, real-time risk management.
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CQG: Everything Your Traders Need
Quality, Innovation, and Superior Service

Consolidated Market Data

CQG delivers a high-speed consolidated market data feed covering 
multiple asset classes. Dedicated teams in five locations across 
the globe actively maintain real-time and historical data quality. We 
handle ever-increasing market data volumes, so you don’t have to.

Decision-Making Tools

Powerful, flexible, and easy to use, CQG charts and studies combine 
with the best real-time and historical market data in the business to 
provide traders with critical insight into market activity.

Server-Side Tools

Spread orders, orders into aggregated markets, and smart orders 
are managed on CQG servers co-located with exchange-matching 
engines.

Electronic Trade Routing

Today’s traders need reliable, high-speed access to electronic 
markets. The CQG Hosted Exchange Gateways provide our 
customers with low-latency connections to major cash and  
futures exchanges.

Risk Management

CQG’s risk management module enables FCMs to perform 
pre-trade and post-trade risk evaluation using CQG’s industry-
leading proprietary margining system.

Enterprise Data Solutions

CQG software combines the world’s most sophisticated analysis 
tools with our high-performance market data feed to enable your 
decision making and execution.
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